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The following commentary was written by our Chief Market Strategist, Dominic Cimino. He felt, and we 

all concurred, that the current economic and stock market environment has produced a myriad of 

opinions; all of which creates confusion as to what people should consider doing. After you have read 

Dominic’s insights, please feel free to call us with questions or to schedule an appointment to meet.  

 

Dear Friends,  

 

There is presently much confusion and many varying opinions about the present state of the economy 

and the markets. The mainstream media is mostly euphoric, with many of the stories taking the position 

that we have bottomed economically and that the market has turned the corner for good. While it would 

be very nice if that turned out to be true, we at PPC are not comfortable with what appears to be an over-

eager willingness to believe that things are truly better. Because there are so many problems of great 

depth, we view both the economy and the market as remaining vulnerable to further downside. Please 

understand one thing. Most people want and very much need for both home prices and securities 

portfolios to return to their previous valuations. It is therefore natural for those people to believe and 

desire that the current crisis is behind us. However, our doctrine and goal as advisors at PPC is to be 

realists, and to look deeply into what is happening within the global economy.  

 

As a successful trader for many years, I learned to always start on the risk side. In managing my own 

assets, and now helping to manage our client’s assets, I seek to evaluate what depth of risk exists, and 

then make portfolio decisions based on this evaluation. This approach has helped me determine when it 

is prudent to grow a portfolio; and when it is prudent to protect and preserve a portfolio.  We firmly 

believe there will be again be a time to focus on growth, and will advise you accordingly. However, we 

believe that this is NOT a time to be overly aggressive with your assets. We remain of the opinion while 

having some of your assets invested in the stock market makes sense, the primary focus should remain 

that of “capital preservation”. This is sometimes difficult when the media and your neighbors are 

expressing to you how well they have done recently being fully invested. In most cases, those who have 

enjoyed the full scope of the recent upturn probably also means they felt the full impact of the massive 

decline. It is always wise to remember that “time frames” and “longer term performance” should always 

be considered when properly assessing “how well someone is doing.”  

 

Let’s step back a bit and examine why we are of the opinion that it is still prudent to be defensive with 

your assets. We will examine this from both a fundamental and technical perspective. Lastly, we will 

provide you with some links that you can view in order to illustrate that we are not alone in our thinking. 

In regards to the fundamentals of the economy, there has been some improvement from where things 

stood last September-October. Back then we were in free fall and looking into an abyss. The possibility 

of global financial meltdown was on the table. Large investment banks went under, credit spreads were 

suggesting catastrophe, at least one money market “broke the buck,” and savvy investors from around 

the globe were running scared and shifting assets into U.S. T-bills. This was scary stuff for economists, 

let alone for the average “Joe”. Governments and central banks around the globe went on a mission to 



 
 

 

prevent “Financial Armageddon” from happening. They dropped interest rates to near zero levels, 

extended liabilities on their balance sheets by granting bail-out money to banks, insurance companies, 

and even businesses outside of finance, and took some additional measures such as purchasing bonds to 

prevent long term interest rates from rising. Some of their actions were without precedent, so it might 

take some time to completely realize and understand the impact of their actions. The actions taken 

seemed to prevent the impending melt-down; but in doing so those actions also increased the size of the 

indebtedness on their own balance sheets. In essence, debt was not removed; it was simply transferred 

from the private to the public sector.  

 

Now, instead of banks being on the hook for certain liabilities, the governments of these countries would 

be dealing with the risks. Now if you’re China and have a balance sheet surplus, then your bail-out 

money comes from your cash reserves. But when you’re a debtor nation like the US and most of Europe 

(FYI: the US and Europe account for a vast portion of global GDP), then it is borrowed money that is 

used to bail-out others. That would be like you taking out a home equity line to make other loan 

payments that you are already having trouble making. It just doesn’t seem right to attempt to fix a 

problem long term that was caused by too much debt and liquidity, by introducing more debt and 

liquidity. If people do that they head toward bankruptcy. But the government, unlike people, has the 

ability to tax to cover its liabilities. So while “Financial Armageddon” might have been taken off the 

table, there could be negative implications for the dollar going forward, and we expect sub-par growth 

prospects mainly because of spending constraints imposed on and chosen by the consumer. Potentially 

higher future tax rates are just one possible headwind. Soon we will examine some other possible 

thoughts as to why the consumer may spend less and coincidentally inhibit growth.  

 

Probably the most critical thing to understand, we believe, is that the core problem began well before the 

“current mess” came upon us. We, as consumers, as companies, and as governments, allowed our 

dependency on debt to escalate well beyond prudent levels. Finally, when the financial house of cards 

imploded, the “mess” hit us like a ton of bricks. The “mess” started with the consumer being financially 

strapped and will probably only end when the consumer is mended. This is because currently consumer 

spending accounts for approx. 2/3 of our GDP. The consumer went into this crisis with a near zero % 

savings rate, but in a very short time has quickly begun saving again. This is very, very good for the 

long term; but as this trend continues, it will in the short run take a chunk out of GDP generated by 

spending, and could possibly inhibit growth.  

 

We all know that there is high unemployment right now. What many people don’t  connect to the 

unemployment numbers is the massive “underemployment” going on due to (a) reduced work weeks, (b) 

un-paid furloughs, (c) status changes to part-time instead of full-time, and (d) other ways that companies 

are trying to avoid laying off loyal workers.  When the economy finally does start moving upward 

instead of downward, it will most likely be those people who are brought back to full hours rather than 

“new hires”. All of this will probably make it difficult for the consumer to freely spend with a clear 

conscience anytime soon.  

 



 
 

 

Additionally, with his 401K now probably worth less; he will again be reminded to save more for 

retirement. His house is probably also worth less and because of psychological reasons and tighter credit 

conditions, he will again be less apt to freely spend for quite some time. The deleveraging of the 

consumers, banks and other corporations, and the governments around the globe will probably continue 

for years to come. It took years (decades) to build up all this debt. Spending and savings rate are cyclical 

like the markets, and we appear to be set up for a healthy savings cycle that will paradoxically be a drag 

on the economy.       

                                                                          

Another bothersome thought is the uncertainty as to whether high inflation or chronic deflation enters 

into the equation before this crisis is completely over. Almost everyone agrees, including Bernanke 

himself, that the withdrawal of the extra liquidity and its timing will be difficult at best. Also critical to 

any analysis is the fact that the entire global economy is being negatively affected by this and is now 

more co-dependents and intertwined than we may have ever seen. We believe the ramifications of this 

may be misunderstood and underestimated.  As a result of all of the above, we view anyone without 

capital preservation in mind is gambling rather than investing. While it might make sense to have some 

of your overall assets deployed in the stock market, we believe the present uncertainty dictates capital 

preservation stay at the forefront of your objectives until further mending of the consumer takes place, 

and risks to currencies (dollar included) and global balance sheets have abated.  

 

Now that we’ve addressed some of the fundamental issues, let’s examine the technical side as well. The 

market, as measured by the SP500, is currently approximately 50% off of the low it hit in the first 

quarter of 2009. But while it “may” turn out that that was the proverbial “bottom”; don’t be overly 

aggressive and assume that the current upturn is necessarily the beginning of a new “bull market”. 

History shows that big rallies happen in big bear markets. During this current secular bear market, which 

many academic economists believe started in 2000, we saw a 100% rally between 2003 and 2007. We 

even saw new high reached in October of 2007, only to be followed by an abyss like drop to new lows 

(some 58% down from the high.) Be very aware that even with the current near 50% rally, the market 

still remains 37% off its all time high.  

 

Japan’s Nikkei index illustrates this concept better than any. From the late 80s to the present, there have 

been many moves over short periods of time in excess of 30%. Some were in the 50-60 % range, with 

one rally exceeding 140% between 2003 and 2007, only to be followed by a break in excess of 60% that 

produced new all time lows. Come next year, the Nikkei Index will be 20 years removed from its market 

peak. That is scary stuff. While we hope this will not be a path we follow as a country, one cannot 

eliminate it from the realm of possibility.  

 

The current rally might indeed have further to go. We at PPC will be watching for trend line resistance 

in the S&P at the 1050-1100 levels. Currently, there appears to be downside support is in the 875 area. 

However, if the market does correct and go back down, it had better hold at that level or else our 

problems could get even worse. One important feature that has been missing on this rally has been 

trading volume. Normally, large rallies, large breaks, and true bottoming occur on much heavier volume 

than we are currently seeing. We also feel that “if” the S&P got above 1150; that would be a technically 



 
 

 

constructive event that would then be analyzed with other technical information and underlying 

fundamentals to examine if anything within our position has changed. If our position does change, we 

will notify you of such a change.  

 

In the opening of this commentary, we said we would offer some links to expose you to others who 

seem to share similar beliefs. The first link we suggest you go to is Yahoo’s tech-ticker, in which Joseph 

Stiglitz (a two time Nobel Laureate in economics) gives his current outlook. That link is: 

http://finance.yahoo.com/tech-ticker/article/295086/Stiglitz-America-at-%22Serious-Risk-of-Extended-

Malaise 

 

A second link will present normally bullish Mort Zuckerman, a billionaire real estate and publishing 

mogul; Nouriel Roubini, a New York University economics professor now famous for correctly 

predicting this crisis well in advance; and Niall Ferguson, an esteemed economic history professor from 

Harvard. That link is: http://www.investmentpostcards.com/2009/07/31/recessions-end-near 

 

Finally, please realize that we are here at your service, attempting to diligently navigate and guide you 

through these challenging times. At all times, we are at your side, and, TOGETHER, WE ARE 

CONFIDENT WE CAN GET THROUGH THIS.  

 

Please feel free to call with any questions or observations about the subject matter within this newsletter 

or anything else for that matter. Remember, a sound financial well-being for you is our objective and 

goal. 

 

Thank you for your time and interest!  

 

 

Dominic, Ken, Dave and Julie 
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